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Abstract

Embedded services and applications that interact with the real world often, over time, need to run on different kinds of hardware (low-cost microcontrollers to powerful multicore processors). It is difficult to write one program that would work reliably on such a wide range of devices. This is especially true when the application must be temporally predictable and robust which should usually be the case since the physical world works in real-time. Thus, any application interacting with such a system, must also work in real-time.

In this paper we introduce a representation of the temporal behavior of distributed real-time applications as colored graphs that capture the timing of temporally continuous sections of execution and dependencies between them, creating a partial order. We then introduce a method of extracting the graph from existing applications using a combination of analysis techniques. Once the graph has been created we introduce a number of graph transformations that extract “meaning” from the graph. The knowledge gained can be utilized for scheduling and for adjusting the level of parallelism suitable to the specific hardware, for identifying hot spots, false parallelism, or even candidates for additional concurrency. The importance of these contributions is evident when we see that these graphs can be serialized to our parititure model that can then be used as input for offline, online, or even distributed real-time scheduling. Finally we present results from analysis of a complete TCP/IP stack in addition to smaller test applications which show that our use of different analysis models result in a reduction of the complexities of graphs. An important outcome is that increasing the expression of concurrency can reduce the level of parallelism required, saving memory on deeply embedded platforms, while keeping the program parallelizable whenever complete serializability is not required. We also show that applications which were previously considered to be too complex for characterization of their worst-case behavior are now analyzable due to the combination of analysis techniques that we utilize.

1. Introduction

Software applications that interact with the real world and devices or computers on the Internet are at the center of the next generation of consumer electronics. We are increasingly depending on such systems in our everyday lives in health care, robotics, infrastructure, entertainment and even clothing. Such applications and other cyber-physical systems run on different kinds of embedded hardware ranging from 8-bit microcontrollers to sophisticated multicores. Since we depend on these devices they must be robust and as they interact with the real world they must work in real time. Their temporal behavior must also be robust and predictable. Unfortunately it is quite difficult to write one program that would work reliably on such a wide range of devices. This is particularly difficult if timing depends not only on the application but also on hardware details and other applications on the device. This makes application development slow and expensive.

It is also important to pay attention to the hardware capabilities of a given target platform, such as the number of processors and amount of memory available. In a low-cost microcontroller the scarcest resource is often memory, particularly RAM. Our early experience with service-oriented cyber-physical systems [12] shows that the one of biggest RAM users tend to be thread stacks which require a reduction in the number of threads. This implies that the parallelism needs to be reduced – i.e. the application needs to be executed serially. In contrast on a high-end multicore processor the bottleneck is not memory but the amount of parallelism available in the application. It often makes sense to execute the same service application on both ends of the embedded spectrum with only the throughput and the number of services being varied. Thus the applications need to be tuned in such a way as to address the bottlenecks on each platform – the application needs to be unparallelized (or even serialized) for the low-end platform but parallelized for the high-end platform.

Having a model that would first (a) enable analysis of the program’s temporal behavior and (b) match it to a given hardware would be most helpful. In previous work [14] we showed how new programs could be written with such models in mind. In practice though, a large number of pre-existing applications do not follow such development models, but it is still desirable to adapt them to new platforms. We propose an automated process whereby we could first transform them into our models that use partitures and futures [14]. This would reduce the tedious and error prone methods for transforming applications by hand when they need to be deployed on new platforms. Such a transformation, where we extract temporal models from existing applications, is introduced in this paper. The knowledge gained can help designers of such systems to optimize the program for various platforms, used for distributed orchestration, adaptation and scheduling [14, 23] or even executed on modeling engines [16] to check for correctness.

1.1. Static and Dynamic Analysis

Knowledge of the temporal behavior of an application is hidden inside the application logic, where it is extremely difficult to analyze and model for any given hardware. While static [4, 18, 21] and dynamic [24] timing analyses are used to obtain the worst-case execution times (WCETs) for real-time applications, they may not able to to provide a complete picture of a program. This is particularly true in the case of larger, more complex programs. Programs that contain function pointers are typically out of the reach of static analyzers. Dynamic analyzers are
unable to gauge the true nature of the program and have shown to be unsafe [24] – i.e., they may underestimate the WCET of the program, which could lead to dangerous effects. If the application uses concurrency constructs such as signals, locks or mutexes, then neither of these techniques can fully analyze the application. In this paper we study the use of techniques which use a variety of techniques to form the complete picture of the structure and execution characteristics of the application. The results obtained are collected to create timing graphs. The timing graph and the partiture are two representations of the same information. A bar corresponds to the node in the graph and triggers and sequences between the bars correspond to edges. This means that the graph can simply be converted to a partiture and then be used for purposes such as inputs for offline, online, or distributed real-time scheduling or even converted to a model program [14].

Note that multiple graphs can be merged allowing analysis of several applications at the same time. Multiple applications can also be analyzed separately and properties of their compound behavior, such as minimum number of threads or schedulability, can be examined together. Hand-written partiture fragments can also be merged with automatically generated information, either in the graph form or as XML, thus providing a mechanism for inserting domain knowledge into the graph.

1.2. Contributions

The main contributions of this paper are:
(a) Extend the scope of static timing analysis to more complex applications by combining it with other techniques, in particular run-time traces and type inference. Applications which were previously considered to be “un-analyzable” due to their inherent complexity, are now analyzed using our graph capture and transformation techniques so that their worst-case behavior can be characterized.
(b) Define a colored graph representation of a program’s temporal behavior, including invariants and transformations. The graph corresponds to a partiture, a programmatic expression and transitively, to a model program that can be executed on a modeling tool.
(c) Derive information from the topology of graphs, allowing an engineer to optimize an application such as to make it more scalable and amenable to being transformed into our application model (partitures, futures, etc.). Some of the knowledge that can be gleaned is the minimum number of threads required for an application to correctly execute, graph sections with potential false parallelism, and dependencies that prevent parallelization.
(d) Observe that adding concurrency can save memory and present a method for pinpointing to an engineer on where to increase the concurrency.
(e) Due to the incremental nature of the analysis even an incompletely understood application can be explored, allowing an engineer to learn something about the application behavior and augment the automatically generated model with manually provided domain knowledge. This is a critical step forward as embedded designers now have more choice in the type of applications that they can develop, especially for time-constrained systems.
(f) Demonstrate that creating the timing graph and performing subsequent transformations is feasible by means of presenting an implementation that was applied to actual embedded software – the TCP/IP stack of an embedded operating system.

We believe that the use of the combination of analysis techniques presented in this paper to enable the process of extracting temporal behavior of existing applications which ultimately leads to ease of development of distributed embedded applications on varied platforms is, to the best of our knowledge, a first of its kind.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we discuss the use of futures in embedded software in section 2. The colored graph representing a program’s temporal behavior is introduced in section 3, together with invariants that define a valid graph. The algorithm for creating temporal graphs is introduced in section 4. Transformations that can be used to simplify and/or reveal interesting topological properties of the graph are defined in section 5. Section 6 explains the insights obtained from the graph transformations. Section 7 details the experimental framework and methods to collect the raw data required for graph generation. Section 8 shows results, followed by related work and conclusion in sections 9 and 10 respectively.

2. Saving Memory through Serial Execution

In low-end microcontrollers a multi-threaded application uses one stack for each thread. Since microcontrollers do not usually have a memory management unit, each stack must be allocated from physical memory. The maximum size of the stack is limited by the available memory. Clearly threads are problematic on low-end embedded systems. The most common alternative is an event loop. Instead of creating a thread to handle a sensor reading, for instance, an event is posted. A loop in the program then picks up an event and examines it. The disadvantages to this are – (1) all applications turn into state machines with complex interactions – the code becomes hard to understand and the development process becomes error prone with skyrocketing maintenance costs; and (2) the event loop cannot be parallelized. Also, messy interactions between the state machines prevents multiple loops from being used. Thus, event-based constructs or related message passing systems are less desirable in such situations.

One approach is to transform an application written with threads to use so-called split-phase operation [1, 8] where the temporal phases of a thread are split into separate functions. No automated transformation from existing programs has been available however, meaning significant engineering effort is required for such a transformation.

Futures [5] were originally proposed in the Lisp community as a way of deferring evaluation and increasing performance [7]. They were used as a primary construct for concurrency and synchronization in MultiLisp [10]. Futures have also been implemented in mid-level languages, such as Java [3] or C#. Futures have been natively implemented in C, on a microcontroller, in our earlier work [14]. When C programs are written in an object-oriented fashion, it is easy to turn any method call into a future with very little modification to the program. Threads can also be converted to futures. Instead of being implied or encoded in the program, timing parameters and any required concurrent execution is expressed in a partiture, where each future is associated with one or more bars. The advantage of futures over threads is that futures can be inserted anywhere (there is no implied parallelism, only concurrency), stack allocation can be deferred until the future is ready to run and the cost of creating a future is
Control loops can be moved into the partiture leaving just the worker function in the future. Thus a typical construct where a thread waits for an event, then processes it and then waits again can, with little effort, be changed to give up its stack during the wait.

When a thread blocks waiting for another thread to complete, it cannot give up its stack requiring multiple stacks. If the operation that happens after the block is turned into a future, it achieves the same effect that the stack is recycled during the wait. One significant difference compared to split-phase operations is that the transformation can be done incrementally and not on the whole program at once. Also, depending on the program design there is a minimum number of threads required so that it can be executed correctly. With well targeted uses of futures that number can be reduced but does not have to be exactly one as an event model. As we will see in section 6 the number of threads required as well the best candidates for transforming the program to reduce the number of stacks can be extracted from the application.

The real strength of futures is, however, in parallelizing the program. On a multicores processor futures can be executed in parallel. The parallelism is only limited by the dependencies between futures, which are conveyed to the scheduler in the partiture. The future, combined with partitures [14] and the “temporal timing analyzer” presented in this paper allows for an aided and incremental program transformation that has all the positive features of split-phase operation while being more flexible. This allows programs to execute in parallel when parallelism is available on the hardware and in serial mode when not. The future is an explicit expression of concurrency. Adding concurrency thus does not only adds potential parallelism but also reduces the required concurrency, saving memory.

3. The Timing Graph

At the core of our analysis is the timing graph, which is a graph that enumerates the timing and execution characteristics of a program (including concurrent programs).

3.1. Representation of the Timing Graph

To reason about and distinguish between the various constructs in the timing graph in a precise manner, we allocated colors to the nodes as well as for each type of edge. The various colors used are depicted in Figure 6.

Code that runs within a single thread without external interactions is represented by green, circular nodes (Figure 1(b)). These nodes represent straight line code, possibly entire functions between temporal program phases. A temporal phase is delimited by potential sleeping, waiting, signaling, message passing, or other points of interaction (with other threads). Green nodes correspond to bars in the partiture. Timing analysis is performed to obtain the WCET of this block of code. Transitions between nodes within the same thread of execution is represented using blue, solid arrows. Figure 1(c) shows yellow, dotted edges, which are “possible” blue edges, where it is unknown whether the program could ever make the transition but it is also unknown whether it could not.

Applications consisting of multiple threads that communicate by use of various concurrency constructs are illustrated in Figure 1(a). Blue edges are restricted to their own threads. Calls to communication constructs are depicted by use of red, hollow edges, where an incoming edge represents a wait and an outgoing edge a wakeup/signal on a shared synchronization object. Further analysis reveals other possible synchronization objects that could be called/waited upon leading to more edges in the graph. These edges are colored dotted black and hollow, representing “possible” reds. The black edges represent the signaling of an unknown object, such that the wait and the signal are the same object. If it turns out the wait and signal are for different synchronization objects then the edge is eliminated. For our analysis we assume that all concurrency constructs are one of the two defined in Figure 2. All other basic synchronization constructs face situations where one process waits while the other signals – similar to a condition.

3.2. Graph Invariants

The timing graph has certain invariants that must never be violated, either during the creation process or while performing one of the transformations: (a) the final schedule that is created will retain all dependencies among the various threads and (b) a transformation must not, inadvertently, make the program incorrect. This second invariant is important – i.e., if a transformation will result in the creation of a deadlock, then that transformation is not performed. In the case of the timing graph, a “deadlock” is defined as a directed cycle formed by one of the following:

- (a) red edges only
- (b) red edges with one or more black edges
- (c) one or more blue edges with one or more red and/or black edges.

In Figure 3(a) edges “1”, “2” and “3” form a cycle, while in Figure 3(b) edges “4”, “5” and “6” form a cycle – hence, these two graphs have deadlocks. Deadlocks formed by black edges only though (Figure 3(c)) are acceptable because black edges represent alternate schedules – the deadlocking black edges cannot exist in the same graph/schedule, since it is assumed the pro-
gram is valid unless proven otherwise. This means that in an actual schedule we do not know ahead of time which condition variables will be used, but can guarantee that it will be only those that do not form a deadlock. Hence, our analysis can proceed in the presence of “false deadlocks” formed by black edges based on the premise that the program is, and will remain, valid.

For real-time programs, timing issues will also be a factor. A full real-time schedulability analysis will take these additional factors into account and perform constraint solving. However, the invariants mentioned above will still be true and the graph transformations that we present in this paper are just as valid for real-time schedulability. In such cases, the graph is evaluated with the above topological invariants in the first pass. Schedulability analysis can then be performed in the second pass, with an extended set of invariants, but we will not delve into the details as this is beyond the scope of this paper.

4. Information Sources for Graph Creation

In this section we shall enumerate the process of creating such a graph – i.e., show how the information is gathered from a variety of sources and then put together to create the actual graph. Section 4.1 enumerates the various sources of information while section 4.2 shows how all of it fits together to form the graph.

4.1. Information Gathering Techniques

We use a variety of sources to gather the information that is used to create the timing graph. They are a mixture of static and dynamic data as well as higher level information. We use four such techniques, combined together, to obtain the complete picture of the control flow and dependency behavior of the application. The sample application in Figure 4 is used to explain each step, while Figure 5 shows the final results obtained after applying these techniques.

(1) Static Analysis: The control flow graph (CFG) of the application is created and analyzed at compile time to obtain the static function call graph of the application. Static analysis shows us that function “foo” calls “func1” (Figure 4), represented by the horizontal blue arrow between the two nodes (Figure 5).

(2) Dynamic Tracing: We execute the program with sample inputs and trace the functions calls during execution. We are able to find some of the dynamic calls that were made in the program, represented by calling “func2” using the function pointer “fptr” (Figure 4). This gives us a better picture of the control flow in the program and results in the addition of the vertical blue arrow in Figure 5.

(3) Type Information: Once step (2) is complete, we compare the type information of all other functions in the application to see which ones have the potential to be called. If the signature of a (dynamically) called function matches that of another, un-called function, then there is a possibility that the latter may be called at the same call site. Functions “func2” and “func3” (Figure 4) have identical signatures. Since “func2” was called there is a possibility that the same function pointer could have called “func3” as represented by the yellow arrow (Figure 5). Type information can also be used to reduce the universe of possibilities for dynamic function calls. For instance, between the static analysis and dynamic tracing phases, there was a possibility that any one of the functions in the program (func1, func2, func3, func4, or even foo) could have potentially been called using the function pointer. Once dynamic analysis tells us that “func2” was called, we can immediately eliminate “foo”, “func1” and “func4” from the list of possibilities because its type is different from that of “func2”. The true value of type information comes when trying to gather information about concurrency constructs. If, during runtime tracing, we are able to gather the information that a particular concurrency call was made, we can limit the possibilities of other concurrency constructs that call site can invoke by use of the type information of the first callee.

(4) Incremental development with inputs from domain expert/programmer. We can further prune outgoing edges by inputs based on domain knowledge. For instance, we were able to gather that ‘func3” is a potential callee because its type matches that of “func2”. A domain expert might be able to point out that based on the application design there is never a possibility that both “func2” and “func3” are called during the same execution instance of the application. This could be the case in a typical network stack, where “tcp_send” and “udp_send” probably have the same function signatures, but can never be called from the same call site. Hence an incremental development process which combines inputs from the automated techniques and the programmer can improve the understanding of the application.

Further known techniques, such as abstract execution, flow analysis, etc. as well as techniques that will be developed in the future, can be used to gather more information and make the graph more complete. Our analysis can remain the same and take advantage of a graph which has more information – this will reduce the time for the analysis and provide more accurate results.

4.2. Graph Creation

The graph is actually created in stages. The green nodes in the graph which represent straight line execution within the same thread could be basic blocks in the CFG or even single functions (at a higher level). Traditional static timing analysis is performed to obtain the worst-case execution time (WCET) for this block of code. Edges obtained from static analysis as well as those obtained from the dynamic traces form the blue arrows, as well as techniques that will be developed in the future.

```c
void foo()
{
    void (*fptr)( int, double ) ;
    func1( 10 ) ; // static call
    fptr = func2 ; (*fptr)( 10, 5.0 ) ; // dynamic call
}
```

Figure 4. Sample code to illustrate creation of the Timing Graph
which are added next. Yellow edges are gleaned from the type information and are then added to the graph. Red edges are a result of dynamic tracing where calls to concurrency constructs are also traced. Further type analysis reveals other possible conditions that could be called/waited upon, based on the type signature of the previous callee, leading to black edges being inserted into the graph.

Before we start the analysis, the number of “possible” edges in the function call graph is large – any function can call any other function or signal/wait on any condition variable. With static analysis, some of the yellow edges are turned into blue edges, while some of the black edges are turned into reds. Also, since static analysis fixes one outgoing edge per call site, it also eliminates other yellow/red edges from the same call site, thus reducing the universe of possibilities. Further analysis (runtime tracing) turns some more of the yellows into blues and blacks into reds. Note though that this step doesn’t reduce any edges, as there is no guarantee that each call site has only one outgoing edge – in fact, as we have seen in the case of function pointers, each call site could call many potential callees. Type information analysis, on the other hand, can prune some edges – it restricts the possible outgoing edges based on the type signature of the blue and red edges that have been discovered during the runtime analysis. Hence, some yellow and black edges are removed from the graph. Finally, domain knowledge can prune the graph further by removing impossible yellow and black edges from the graph. This multi-colored, pruned graph is used for our analysis which follows in the next section.

5. Timing Graph Transformations

In this section we shall enumerate certain fixed graph transformations which will help reduce the complexity of these timing graphs. The transformations will also help the programmer find interesting topological and programmatic properties. As explained in the introduction, embedded systems have severe resource constraints and executing parallel code could lead to a high number of context switches and a large number of threads, which ultimately lead to a high demand for stack space. Hence, reducing the program to obtain the least number of threads required for correct execution of the program aids in reducing stack pressure. We are also able to find the limits of serializability of the program. The transformation described in the remaining part of this section will help us achieve both goals. The larger goals for performing these transformations are:

(a) Find the minimum number of threads required for the application to function correctly.
(b) Aid in understanding the program behavior/structure and help system designers to optimize it. Specifically, this could find candidate spots for additional concurrency in the program, which makes the program more scalable. We could also find false parallelism in the program, where multiple threads must execute in a serial fashion for forward progress of the application.
(c) The ability to generate partitures, and from them the schedules of execution on a particular system, automatically

The timing graph and subsequent transformations could also be used, in the future, to achieve the following goals:

(i) Help in visualizing the program, so that system designers could gain an understanding of the true nature of the program.
(ii) Aid in increasing the parallelism of the program by finding spots that are synchronization bottlenecks – i.e., many edges in the same spot.
(iii) Provide inputs for real-time schedulability analyzers and constraint solvers.
(iv) Aid in model-based testing of the application.

5.1. Assumptions

The assumptions (or rather the pre-conditions) for this work:

• A strict partial order is always maintained for the graph.

• The graph cannot have any deadlocks or race conditions (i.e., no unguarded resources). This condition basically means that the program must be correct. Of course, benign races (such as atomic adds) are fine.

If the timing graph represents a real-time application, then certain additional constraints apply: (a) Loop bounds must either be statically known, or at least known prior to loop entry. (b) No code can be dynamically loaded - i.e., all modules in the application must be statically known. We could relax this rule to state that we need to know all applications that could possibly be loaded – the system could then be treated as if everything had been preloaded (this would introduce some pessimism into the analysis). (c) The program must use a finite set of condition variables. (d) Either there must be no branches or forks around condition waits/signals, or all possible paths must be correct (deadlock and race free).

Note: our analyzer will not check for the correctness of programs but will axiomatically assume that validity of programs and try to apply valid transformations.

5.2. Graph Pruning and Reduction

This section examines techniques used to reduce and simplify the graph. First, let us examine graph pruning techniques, which will help in reducing the “maybe” edges, either by transforming them to actual, known edges (blue or red) or getting rid of them entirely. Section 3 already introduced some methods of performing this pruning – for instance, dynamic traces prune some yellow edges to blues, etc. Other techniques used are:

(a) Black edges that result in “potential” deadlocks (with red or blue edges) are removed. The program is assumed valid unless proven otherwise.
(b) In the case of alternate yellow edges, then pick the worst one of all – hence, we pick the yellow edge with the largest WCET of all.
(c) If alternate paths exist and each one waits on different condition variables (or none), then the longest path must wait on a union of those condition variables – hence execution waits on all of the condition variables to be signaled, to proceed.

(d) If, in the face of alternate paths, the application signals different condition variables (or none) on each one of the alternate paths, then execution must wait for an intersection of those condition variables to be signal-led.

Figure 5. Timing graph created by application of various information gathering techniques
**5.2.1. Point-of-View Simplification**

(a) Merge consecutive nodes connected by a blue edge, where either the blue node’s source has no outgoing red edges or its destination has no incoming edges, or perhaps both. This is a simple concatenation of sequential code.

(b) Two consecutive nodes which have single incoming and outgoing red edges can be fused into a single node. Nodes “B” and “C” were combined into node “B+C”. This transformation corresponds to inlining the code from one thread into the other thread.

(c) Remove a direct red edge if a longer, indirect path consisting entirely of red edges exists between the source and destination nodes.

Remarks: Application of one or more of these simplifications does not result in a reduction of the nodes or edges in a graph – they are just dropped from the visualization. Hence while they may exist in the graph, for all practical purposes they may be ignored. Transformation (a) is shown in Figure 6(a), where node “A” has only one outgoing edge, which is blue, and node “B” has only one incoming edge (“4”) which is also blue. Hence, they are merged into a single node (“A+B”). This transformation is equivalent to merging consecutive basic blocks (or function callee into caller) where no other dependencies exist for the caller or the callee. The WCETs of “A” and “B” can now be combined to form the WCET of the new block as follows:

\[
WCET_{A+B} = WCET_A + WCET_B - \text{pipeline interactions}
\]

where “pipeline interactions” refer to the reduction in execution time due to the concatenation of the trailing edge of A and the leading edge of B [11]. Note: edge “4” is missing from the new graph, because it is actually included within the new node, “A+B”.

Figure 6(b) shows that the WCET of the combined node, is the sum of the two nodes, with pipeline effects considered (as in transformation (a)). We are able to perform this transformation because the real dependency between “A” and “D” is not changed by the merging of the intermediate dependency (edge “4”).

We can remove edge “8” between “A” and “D” (Figure 7) as an alternate path (A→B→D composed of edges “2” and “7”) exists. This follows from the intrinsic transitive nature of a partial order. Of course, in a real-time system, we could interpret this as retaining the sequence of edges that exhibit worst-case behavior – two or more dependencies is worse than one, direct dependency.

**5.2.2. Restricting the Partial Order**

(i) Move all outgoing red edges of a node to its successor. A “successor” is defined as a node which is destination of a blue outgoing edge from the current node.

(ii) Move all incoming red edges of a node to its predecessor. A “predecessor” is defined as a node which is the source of a blue incoming edge.

Remarks: These transformations aim to restrict the partial ordering for the graph. They actually change the edges in the graph – either by moving their source or their destination nodes, and sometimes both (though this will be done one at a time). These transformations are applied to every possible node, and their edges are transformed except of course in cases where they violate the graph invariants. Figure 8 shows transformation (i), where nodes “B”, “D” and “E” are successors to nodes “A”, “C” and “D” respectively. From the figure we see that outgoing edges “2” and “4” (for node “C”) are transformed to point to node D. Hence, the outgoing nodes for “C” are moved to C’s successor “D”. Note: we did not transform edge “5” because doing so would have created a deadlock with edge “7”.

In Figure 9, nodes “A”, “C” and “D” are predecessors to nodes “B”, “D” and “E” respectively. After transformation (ii), we see that incoming edges “2” and “7” point to node “C”. We did not transform edge “5” because it would have created a deadlock with edge “4”, thus violating an invariant condition.

The above graph transformations are valid. They are analogous to known deadlock avoidance techniques. Transformation (i) is the same as releasing all locks held by the process at the same time, i.e., at the end of the execution of the critical section. Hence, we move all condition signals to the successor. The second transformation is the same as delaying execution of the critical section until all locks requested by the process have been acquired – i.e., move all condition waits to the predecessor. These transformations can be performed recursively, thus ensuring that the critical section execution starts only after all locks have been acquired and will release all locks at the same time – at the end of execution. These two transformations could be further restricted with more invariants, in hard real-time systems, such as the deadline, startup time, period, phase, etc. Note: if we com-
bining transformations (i) and (ii), we get the priority ceiling protocol (PCP) [9].

6. Outcome of Timing Graph Transformations

After iteratively applying the graph transformations (section 5), we obtain one of the following situations – (a) the graph is entirely serializable. In this case we can execute the entire program using a single thread. (b) The graph is non-serializable where, at the simplest level, it resembles the graph shown in 10(a). This is a graphical representation of a producer-consumer relationship, (Figure 10(b)) where “x” and “y” are condition variables. “W” signifies a condition wait while “S” represents a condition signal. Hence, Figure 10 represents the case where one thread (Thread 1, the producer) waits for another thread (Thread 2, the consumer) to send in a request which it then responds to. Note that the consumer is not able to make much progress, as it must wait for results from the producer to be sent back. Hence we can deduce that this simple program can make progress only if they execute on two separate threads.

The graph shown in Figure 10(a) is the basic building block for larger, complicated, non-serializable graphs. Each of the green nodes could themselves be more complicated nodes which are constructed using the basic building block. Some examples are shown in Figure 11 (Note: the details of applying the graph reductions to obtain the above result are omitted here due to space considerations.) We are also able to calculate the minimum number of threads required for the application, from the reduced graph, using the following equation:

\[ N_t = N_g - N_b \]  

where \( N_t \) is the minimum number of threads; \( N_g \) is the number of green nodes and \( N_b \) is the number of blue edges in the graph. The reasoning for this equation is simple – each green node indicates a separate point of execution, and possibly a separate thread. Each blue arrow ties green nodes to one another, thus indicating that both must execute in the same thread. Once the effects of the blue edges have been thus accounted for, on only a loose order has to be maintained. Hence, they can even be executed serially on a single processor as long as the callees execute at some time in the future, after the callers. One such serialization is seen in Figure 13(b). The order of nodes “B” and “C” can be switched around to form another serial schedule.

Thus, we see a surprising result – by increasing the concurrency of the program, we can also increase its serializability! This result may seem counter-intuitive, but has great potential. It indicates that by using the graph transformations outlined in the paper followed by the “futurization” of some nodes, the scheduler is given the flexibility to either parallelize the program for larger systems or serialize it for execution on small, constrained, embedded systems.

6.2. False Parallelism and Hot Spots

One of the goals of this work is provide a visualization of the reduced graph for the programmers to analyze, which could be achieved by feeding the graph structure from the “temporal timing analyzer” into the GLEE visualization tool [22]. This will help the programmer in weeding out false parallelism and problem spots in the program (hot spots), where a large number of interactions could be concentrated (thus degrading the overall program performance). Hot spots are again identified by finding nodes which have an unusually large number of interactions centered around it – either incoming condition waits or outgoing condition signals, or even both. What is an “unusually large number” is decided by the systems designers based on the actual application. Sometimes two could be large, and sometimes nodes can handle 20 interactions. While both of these problems

6.1. Futures and Program Modifications

The final graph obtained after performing all reductions can be further reduced by simplifying modifications to the program – (a) get rid of red edges (i.e. the interactions among threads. This is difficult to do because removing red edges results in modifying the inherent, expected behavior of the program and could easily make it incorrect. However, reducing red edges, when done with care, may make the program more parallelizable. (b) Convert blue edges to red edges. This is possible by using the futures [14] mechanism. If all the targets of blue edges (green nodes) are converted into futures, then consequently blue edges turn into red edges, and since futures are expected to execute at some point after they are invoked, the correctness of the program is maintained. From Figure 12 we see that when edge “2” is changed from blue to red and node “B” is converted into a future.

By turning nodes into futures, we increase the expressed concurrency of the program. If multiple processors are available then the futures can often execute in parallel (Figure 13(a)) to the extent allowed by the dependency graph (which is expressed as a partition). It also increases the flexibility available to the scheduler – to decide when to execute the code in the future. Another important result is that because these nodes are now futures, they can execute independently of each other and only a loose order has to be maintained. Hence, they can even be executed serially on a single processor as long as the callees execute at some time in the future, after the callers. One such serialization is seen in Figure 13(b). The order of nodes “B” and “C” can be switched around to form another serial schedule.
are identified by visual inspection of the graph structure, it is not a difficult task to automate the process.

Each of the basic producer-consumer blocks (Figure 10) is an indicator of false parallelism in the program. While it requires multiple threads (at least two) for forward progress, the execution actually happens in serial order – i.e., B → A → C. No other order will work and none of these nodes can execute in parallel with one another.

7. Experimental Framework

The simulation environment used for the experiments and analysis is the Giano [6] simulator using the eMips CPU model, running the lightweight MMLite [13] operating system. Apart from the synthetic benchmark presented in Figure 4, the main benchmark used for analysis was the network stack from the MMLite operating system, compiled down to a single loadable module. The original MMLite network stack was an extension of the BSD implementation of the networking protocol. We developed a unique tool, the “temporal timing analyzer” (TTA), which aids in the creation of timing graphs. Other tools used in the information gathering process are – the MIPS compiler for Giano and the nm command line tool. The various steps used in the creation of the graph are – (a) a disassembly of the object code of the network stack is obtained using the MIPS compiler; (b) the list of functions in the network module is obtained using the nm tool; (c) both of the above are provided as inputs to the TTA, which, at first, creates a static control flow graph of the entire program. It is able to express information at the basic block level or even at a higher function level. The TTA is also able to determine the static dependencies among the various basic blocks/functions in the program – i.e., it generates the green nodes and some of the blue nodes that go into the timing graph. It is also able to provide an estimate of the yellow and black edges in the graph; (d) a dynamic trace of the network stack running on Giano is obtained. The inputs are various web-service calls that trigger different functionality in the network. While this does not guarantee complete dynamic coverage of the network stack, it is able to obtain quite a few dynamic dependencies (function pointers) and also match condition variables to their wait/signal sites. These traces, and the information gleaned from them, are fed into the TTA, where it is able to form a more complete picture of the timing graph. From the dynamic traces it is able to restrict some yellow edges to blue edges while completely doing away with some other yellow edges (as explained in section 4). From information on the wait/signals on condition variables, the TTA is also able to change some of the red edges to black edges and eliminate other impossible black edges. In fact, if we are able to determine the entire range of possible inputs for a function/application then tracing will be able to provide a complete picture of the dynamic behavior of the application; (e) type analysis is performed and the information is then fed into the TTA. This adds more information to the timing graph; (f) information from other sources, such as domain knowledge, abstract execution etc. (section 4) can also be plugged in to obtain a more comprehensive graph.

Any static timing analysis framework [4, 17, 18, 21] can be plugged in to the TTA to obtain the WCETs for the green nodes, after step (b). We performed step (e) by hand and did not implement (f). The purpose of the experimental framework is to show that creation of the timing graph using information collected from various sources is entirely feasible, which it did, as we shall see in the results section (section 8). In fact, the design of the TTA enables us to provide it with information about the graph from any of the above mentioned (or even other sources), which will then be plugged into the graph to obtain a better understanding of the timing and runtime behavior of the application. The most interesting part about our analysis (graph reductions and subsequent observations) is that it can be performed on an incomplete graph as well as a graph which has all of its characteristics mapped. While the former will yield approximate results, the latter can yield precise results. These insights (on the state of the concurrency, serialization and resource constraints of the application) can greatly assist programmers and system designers.

8. Results

In section 8.1, we shall enumerate the results obtained by performing the transformations and analyses on the timing graph. Section 8.2 lists results obtained from the temporal timing analyzer which show that the process of creating the timing graph is a feasible one.

8.1. Graph Results

The following insights were obtained by performing the various analyses and transformations on the timing graph:

(a) The most important, and perhaps most surprising result, is that increasing the concurrency of the timing graph, using certain program modifications, resulted in increased serializability. This provides the scheduler with a lot of flexibility in creating the final schedule and tailoring it to the particular hardware system in use.

(b) Various graph transformations finally lead to three types of graphs – those that can be completely serialized, those that resulted in deadlocks or those that are constructed of basic producer-consumer relationships. From the last result, we are able to calculate the minimum resource requirements (threads and corresponding execution stacks) for correct forward progress in the program. This results in memory usage reduction in embedded systems.

(c) The analysis is able to direct the programmer’s attention towards false parallelism and hot spots in the program.

(d) The final graph is the worst-case schedule possible for the program.

![Figure 12. Converting Blue edges to Red – creating futures](image)

![Figure 13. Options for the Future](image)
(e) From the graph reduction, we are able to minimize the number of context switches in the application.
(f) Inter-thread communication/dependencies are reduced.
(g) The transformations result in the smallest partiture.
(h) The graph helps programmers visualize and understand the application – this will tell them if their original design was correctly translated into code and perhaps, tell them if there were any deficiencies in the original design.

8.2. Temporal Timing Analyzer Results

Results from the temporal timing analyzer are tabulated in table 1. Note: These results are not intended to show the runtime performance of our analysis tool, but to show the effect of applying the combination of analysis techniques on the timing graph that we create.

The first column represents the type of information being analyzed, where “S” represents the static call information and “D” represents the dynamic call information. The second column lists the number of possible (yellow) edges. The third column represents the actual calls that were made (blue edges), while the fourth column lists the number of calls sites for each type of call - static or dynamic. The last column lists the remaining yellow edges after each type of analysis.

We first conducted experiments on a simple toy benchmark (Figure 4) to show that our ideas are feasible. This simple example shows that static analysis alone will not be able to capture the true nature of the program, as it will not be able to deal with calls through function pointers (func2). The benchmark has 5 functions and at the outset, it is possible that any function could call any other function (including itself) leading to \(5 \times 5 = 25\) edges. Once static analysis has been used, we see that func1 is called which leads to the creation of a blue edge. Dynamic analysis results tell us that another call (func2) was made. This adds a second blue edge, but there is a possibility that this dynamic call site could be used to call any other function as well. Type information tells us that only func3 has the same signature as func2 and has the potential to be called, while func4 has an entirely different type signature and will never be called. Assuming that none of the other functions made any calls, we reduced the number of edges from a possible 25 to 3 actual edges.

Another benchmark used was the network stack for MMLite (second half of table 1). This module contains 412 functions all of which, combined, are broken down into 4, 868 basic blocks. With such a large number of functions, the number of yellow edges, considering only static calls for all of these functions is \(412^2 = 169, 744\), as every function can potentially call every other function. Static analysis of the interactions among the functions tells us that only 2, 386 functions were called statically by all 412 functions. This converts 2, 386 of the yellow edges to blue edges and also eliminates all of the remaining 169, 744 – 2, 386 = 167, 358 ones.

Similar results are presented for dynamic calls. The remaining yellow edges were calculated as follows – each one of the 76 call sites can potentially call any one of the 412 functions leading to \(76 \times 412 = 31,312\) possible yellow edges. Type analysis now tells us that only functions which match the signature of these 76 callees can ever be called from these dynamic call sites, which will lead a further reduction in the number of possible edges. Domain knowledge can further reduce this figure, as some of these “potential” callees (with function signature matches) cannot be called during the same execution instance. Hence, the number of edges drops to a number which will be far less than 31, 312.

So, the initial estimates of 339, 488 potential edges (static + dynamic) have been reduced to a more manageable number which is in the tens of thousands, if not less – an order of a magnitude (or more) difference. Hence, we see that analysis of complex programs using our framework and graph transformation techniques is feasible – it is able to handle large programs, which to date, have been excluded from such analyses due to their inherent complexity. This would not have been possible by any one of static analysis, dynamic analysis, type information, domain knowledge alone, but was achieved as a result of combination of all these methods.

9. Related Work

Understanding the temporal behavior of programs is essential for system designers. This is more critical if the system being designed has other inherent constraints, such as the resource constraints seen in common embedded systems. Sometimes these systems have more severe constraints imposed on them (real-time systems) where advance knowledge of the behavior of the program becomes critical. We believe that the work presented in this paper is unique in that it is able to transform large applications into a graph representation on which transformations are applied to gather the “meaning” of the program, with the aim of making distributed embedded systems more scalable, primarily by creating models of the program based on our ideas of partitites and futures.

Andersson [2] studied the temporal behavior of embedded programs and also used dynamic traces to add more information to his analysis. This work differs from ours in that he creates a model of the application and uses model checking and regression analysis coupled with dynamic traces to reason about the temporal characteristics of the program. It stops with analyzing the impact of the behavior of the temporal characteristics of the program and does not provide any further insights like we do in section 6. We also deal with concurrent programs in our analysis.

The level of parallelism required by an application has been explored by Motus et. al. [19, 20]. They focus on model driven development, where an engineer writes a timing model (Q model), including educated guesses for minimum and maximum times of processes in periodic applications such as are found in telephone switches. The model is based on processes and channels. While our work facilitates writing the model by hand, it may also be used to analyze existing programs and does not require the processes to be periodic.

Henzinger et. al. [15] introduced the idea of compiler-driven feasibility checking of scheduling code. In their approach the compiler creates an executable, which represents the schedule, which is then attached to the end of the task. This schedule is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Type</th>
<th>Possible</th>
<th>Actual</th>
<th>Call Sites</th>
<th>Remaining</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toy (S)</td>
<td>(5^2 = 25)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toy (D)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network (S)</td>
<td>169,744</td>
<td>2386</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network (D)</td>
<td>169,744</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>31,312</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Graph edges based on static/dynamic information
executed and validated each time the task is invoked on specialized embedded hardware. Our work creates partitions and futures based on analysis of timing graphs. Also, compared to them, we are able to determine the levels of parallelism and potential problem spots in the application, which could prove beneficial to a large range of systems.

Previous work in real-time systems deals with either static or dynamic analysis. Recent, independent work [17] discusses a hybrid approach to performing timing analysis. Our work is similar in that it is also a hybrid approach which uses information for a variety of sources. The difference is that while our work is focused on finding the properties of interactions among threads in concurrent programs, theirs is focused on obtaining worst-case execution time results for modern, out-of-order processors. In fact, the results from that framework (the WCETs) can be plugged in to our temporal timing analyzer to obtain more precise results for applications running on modern processors.

10. Conclusion

In this paper we extended the reach of static timing analysis to applications that were, due to their complexity, not previously analyzable for determination of worst-case behavior. This was done by combining static analysis with dynamic analysis based on traces and with other techniques such as type inference. We used a combination of analysis tools and methods to glean information from programs and then combined the result into a graph. The graph represents a model of the temporal behavior of a program. The paper defined the graph coloring, invariants, and a set of valid transformations. The transformations were used to extract information out of the graph. One insight gained was that increasing the concurrency of the application can also lead to increasing the serializability. The graph could be output as a partition that is usable as a manifesto of the program behavior as well as in scalable and distributed scheduling. The practicality of the graph generation and analysis methods were demonstrated with an implementation that was used to create a graph of an entire TCP/IP stack. The topological properties that the graph transformations reveal are useful in understanding and optimizing an application for variable levels of parallelism. The methodology presented here forms a solid base for further work in schedulability analysis.
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